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The destruction of gender’s conservatism.


As-that is not accepted to speak of Wifes the life of known practitioner ofs science, as
about rare and bright interesting persons. Generally these women as-that are dissolved in its
husbands; In their work; In their interests. About them mention insignificant and to word. The
nobody of them The days of birth, general, does not note. And the ambassador of them
appearances «in the best World» - does not note of round dates such modest, but in most, as toinsisting, of unordinary Keeper family warmth and comfort, and on historic turnarounds, often,
of alone true spiritual holder «belligerent with its thinks» spouse. It is all the more, as-that even
«Is fashionable » in achievement by the husband of fame, where-that on 45-th or 50-th year
lives to change to doctor to-academician its “Second Half” and already with young wife to
continue, and or rather, to use the fruits of the active creative work of the first self intensive
period Entries by profession.
Not wanted to manifest of cant condemning such practice. But something in these
«Natural the turns of life» national intellectual persons causes ununderstanding and melancholy.
As-that not wanted to think of motives and the peculiarities of moral installations this being able
to live «talented man ». It is general, when shall learn about such fact that simply wanted him to
overlook, To try do not discuss «inconvenient» topic.
That is why let us to find those gifted by superior forces the families of scientists, on way
of life which, real, can be seen with admiration. Let us to infringe tradition forgetting true Wifes
lives. It is all the more, what today in “dynamics” turns in East Europe very bright manifest the
most abyssal strata of spiritual culture and traditional for The east Europe of intellectual flows
practically in every independent person. But especial, this manifests in people who sincerely
love its earth, its region. And will not shout with the scenes of various levies about its love to
“native earth” and nation, and modestly each day working, “bring in sacrifice” frequently all in
behalf of conservation all kind and eternal on this Earth. And they this make not only in behalf
of its native, and it is knowing in behalf of all us, because such actions accord positive influence
on the stretch of decades on hundreds of, and today already and on millions people.
In this Bulletin 2012 yr., just like into all for 2007-2010 yryr. we try to give to more
complete insight into the processes of formation and the developments of social academic
patterns and real democratic traditions in one of the most interesting regions of Eurasia in
Priazove which, as to - to opinion, Olgi Wladimirovny Wasilevoj (Uukhno-Catholic) impossible to dislike.
1. Studies – Entrepreneur – Farm “Catholic”.
Was given birth to Olenka in 1932 year in Mariupol in home along the street Kirova 120
in the family of Vladimir Grigorevicha Ukhno, Master as to tree and carpenter, as well as best
player on manual organ on entire Nikolsk’s farms and superior son in large family Grigoriya
Ukhno, like, of self active and industrious family on Farm Catholic. Yes and not surprising,
because Grigorij Ukhno was alone employee at Ivana Moiseevicha (Evseevicha) Catholic, elder
son celebrated in Zadunaiskoj-Zaporozhskoj Sechi hereditary Ataman Cossacks-Gothas who so
brightly managed to arrange the migration of is unresigned Rytsarskogo Ordena Europe
–ZAPOROZH’s Cossacks in Calmous’s Palanka in villages Starodubovku and Petrovskuiu, what
only today through 200 years old opens before us depth of the creation aim of the protectors of
the Cristian World of Eurasia (Timuchina-Subedeja-Ploskyni-Burundaja-Bajdy).

On grave Ivana Moiseevicha (Evseevicha) Catholic- the first Cross of Azov’s Men
Four year already was Nine and three year Ivan, but Vladimir Grigorevich waited else
son. However necessary was be given birth to in 1939 yr. another daughter Walia, in order in
1941 yr. Evdokiya Timofeevna Ukhno (Chernyavskaya) gave birth to long awaited Zheniu
(Evgenij). On Evgeniya was then all hope at father, because in 1940 yr. Vanya (Ivan) went away
from life. Though this occured due to disease, but name, in this not vital fortitude the male line
of Chernyavskikh-Catholics (line came from Evdokiej Timofeevnoj), apparent, very bright was
manifested Aristocracy (the hereditary reduction of the viability of boys due to the consequences
of accelerated the intellectual-spiritual growth) of two ancient act of delivery of Europe.
But what does not manage to carry out to strong sex - manages to mothers and wifes who
not only preserve life on earth but also actually preserve the tempo of the development of our
civilization.
That is why from the position of the today's understanding of influence «clever» genetics
does not cause surprise what Olga actively aimed to study and at it this well was gained. It is
certain, family practically robbed by power rural employee, lived poor, but in school children
forwarded. Lack money on text-books to all children. That is why the most capable studied as to
books which took on a few clock and by night standing under self bulbs on butter aimed to read
all what gave to learn at home. AND Olga aimed to help parents and earned its small money on
bazaar (small traditional market) selling summer to trading old women water. We today with
humor can about it speak, but because this was entire technology. Necessary was to take cubic
content and for cent to go and to fill it by water, and then to buy on cent ice and to dip ice in
water in cubic content, and only next with by glass cup and cubic content to go as to rows and to
offer trading old women to buy waters - «Is cold water!» (cent by glass cup). And such business
initiative in 8 years old (!), and main - absolutely successful «business project», because
practically all text-books Olga subsequently bought, name, on these money and even any things.
It is interesting, what behind this project lay LABOR; Not speculative combination, and
designed aspiration to render real and necessary service.
But for us was small opening what bazaar (small traditional market) was on the spot
modern DOSAAFA (of the altitudinal building of in the end avenue Lenina) in traditional
historic downtown else till war (till 1941 yr.). And about it the arrangement of the center of
commerce in historic place Olga Wladimirovna spoke, as about something usual and trivial, to
and me all at once were recalled archival lines about Pravoslavnykh Church row. And main –
bazaar (small traditional market), as alive and intensive center European Greek police (till 1859
yr. to become inhabitant in Mariupol not Greek was practically impossible), occupying on
Sobornoj Square, working more 150 years old (!). What deep and good traditions for the
development of creation business initiative which meanwhile so and did not disclose itself in
complete volume.
Us in 70 years of XX st. actively studied that rich dislike nation, but Grigorii Ukhno,
Grandfather Olga, told her so much good about Catholics which even till us send family
narratives about honesty and bowel hereditary Atamen of Zadunaiskoj-Zaporozhskoj Sechi. It is
name, Grandfather Urka (so Greeks named that, who had name Grigorij) told, as him «old
Catholic-woman», the mother of the son of Ivana Catholic, gave to debt 40 roubles for the
purchase of two cows, and self Catholic about the terms of returning of debt said simply - «will
return, when will have». Let to us, somebody today will tell Fantasy, what someone occupied of
5-six 1000s of dollars and him did not establish of the term of the return of debt … Like, will be
not found such «air-monger» nowhere on the territories of Europe.

Yes, other was real history in Priazove, absolutely other. And certain, not only everything
was otherwise in Priazove but also on all Ukraine … Are reading of unmuch yellow certificate
and the extract of orders and do not understand, absolutely do not understand of the disposition
of documents which as to what those «for cloudy» reasons emphasize the voluntary disposition
of every serious deciding which accepted citizen USSR (USSR) at the time. Why was this to
emphasize? What for all this «fixing behavior to state» bureaucracy aim?
For reading this Bulletin, possible, something will brighten. It is all the more, what exist
much interesting even in фрагментарных pre-war recollections retained in family Evdokii
Timofeevny Ukhno (Chernyavskoj) of and Wladimir Grigorevicha Ukhno. Olga Wladimirovna,
Nina Wladimirovna Walentina Wladimirovna as that time recalled that native their aunt Anna
who was married for engineer Pavlovym and lived in Mariupol in «elected» area, not one time
asked Evdokiiu Timofeevnu to give her on upbringing one of daughters (at Anny was not its
children). Evdokiya Timofeevna went to them «as to affinal, but, certain, for money» to fulfill
homework. It is general, such approach is characteristic for Asia and in it no nothing adversarial.
But, certain, Evdokiya Timofeevna and Vladimir Grigorevich disagree on entirely alluring as to
modern yardsticks proposal. It is by the way, engineer Pavlov was by urban deputy, in other
words had that status, to which so unsuccessfully aimed Ivan Moiseevich (Evseevich) Catholic,
desperately working on earth and buying lands for possibility to fulfill property condition on
urban deputy. And this too retained family history, and or rather, the explanation of the real fact
of selling 21 decimal size imparted by sister to Pelageei Kamaevoj its brother to Ivanu Catholic.
And nevertheless influence the family of Catholics on urban deputies trunk rendered, but already
through urban deputy Pavlova, got married on Anne Matveevne Kamaevoj. As see, “empire’s
wise persons” hypothesize creating irresistible barriers various conditions, and God situates
finding the simple and efficient ways of rendering of positive influence on the dynamics of
social processes in the same area and in too time.
But came unexpected, for Priazovia war ambassador all arranged hungry years, in which
family lost the most dear - mother, Tatianu Matveevnu Chernyavskuiu (Kamaevu), of and father
Timofeya Grigorevicha Chernyavskogo, highly professional sew-man Pole, but inclined to truely
Russian «diseases» (at the time dranking - dranked practically everything). It is however, who by
summer of 1920-th year could hypothesize that are developed the plans of creation the first and
self frightful hungry year. Nothing distrusting, family all bread sold and bought home in
Mariupol which after the death of father and mothers, Tatiany Matveevny, children all at once
abandoned and already never in it did not return (generally even did not recall, as if and was not
this large, of but really very tragic purchase). All family went on Farm Catholic and Wasilij
Catholic allowed by him, to as dependents, to build home on its earth which was retained up to
the present time.
The entry of German troops in Mariupol was remembered Ole what the mother of two
day constantly cried and «pulsated head about door» (she should be to give birth to
Zheniu/Evgenia, and husband retracted on «butchery»). Because Wladimir Grigorevich received
invitation in army from Military committee and him should be to forward on front. This was not
the first mobilization who with standed Wladimir Grigorevich. The first conducted «it is of one's
own accord» Nestor Ivanovich Makhno who round Farm Catholic on hills set machine-guns, and
then began to ask, who wants «own accord be written down in him army». It is certain, in such
«motivating influence» were written down all men and all they send in the rows of army
N.I.MAKHNO aside Perekopa (Creamy), but not send. Without them took Perekop. Too occured
of and 8 October 1941yr., when Wladimir Grigorevich by sack with things went as to railway
station in search for its train, and German army (SS) on the new motor cycles to come in city
through Novoselovku along the street his home demonstrating technology and good form. When
Wladimir Grigorevich, having not found nobody, returned home from railway station - already
all shops were robbed. But in Mariupol was not what withstanded Odessa during «the power
absence» before entry of Italian and German troops. There “transformed in beasts” from large
hate to former chiefs neighbors cut and killed «its enemies», not seeing, neither on what.
Violence never and neither for whom did not pass by gift. In these else time all in East Europe

were sure. It is that is why, the first - what made German Administration - this exhibited on show
everything corpses from Prisons NKVD which did not have time to bury (many of which resided
in old katakombs), and caused all population of city to pass close and to see. Seen - shook all
citizens. And this was conducted German Administrations on all occupied territory. It is like, that
is why nobody, who was in occupation, after war in leadership never set forth.
«New Order» promised everything in Germany good life and in the locations of
recruiting were built in queue Mariupol’s Greeks, for which German Administration retained
under Mariupol collective economies (form turned out to be efficient); and all offspring’s
Cossacks enabled to return on its lands and farms. Aunt Pasha, the sister of Wladimir
Grigorevicha unreflecting went on «Native earth», and Evdokiya Timofeevna feared even think
about its rights, because its brother Kuzma Timofeevich Chernyavskij was one of active rural
communist (he alone with farm ended Gimnaziya and to remain outside party him would not
gave to). He was till that «supporter to ideas» (about it Walentina Timofeevnapotom spoke to
humor), what barely not carried ante mortem by famine its own family, during all the selections
of bread. Him specially on by home horses sent, in order at least on Oves survived. It is real, was
high education man whom valued (for its life three shining of library gathered). That is why him
one of the first after the war onset forwarded on Altai. Olga Wladimirovna on all life
remembered address - where Evdokiya Timofeevna wrote letters.
And self Olga its mother on summer gave Aunt Pashe on farm Catholic, where the child
mouths of cows and horses, as well as and Gusi. Very heavy recollections at Olga Wladimirovny
remained from farm that time, because she twice on farm drowned in river, when did not manage
to stop «Disbanded bestial». As she spoke - «horses went at mountain, of and cow at valley, and
I cost middle and cry», and Gusi generally float out and to stop them was to child impossible.
Here is then being tortured to stop float out Gusi, she in the first time and drowned - «Majka
have rescued», and second time have rescued familiar from farm («had time to grasp for hand»)
which said Evdokii Timofeevne, what «girl necessary to retract with farm». It is certain,
Evdokiya Timofeevna this made, but farm much gave to family, because «beside river
everything grew» and Olga with mother not one time returned by morning with farm,
transporting crop passing from 3 clock till 8 clock of all 25 kilometers till Mariupol. In one of
such «auroral promenade» Evdokiya Timofeevna turned around to daughter, showed on the
Messr’s home of Catholics and said with pride - «this lives my natural uncle». Also seriously she
showed Olga «two graves» (the academic science of them names by mounds, and nation «grave»
- what scientists did not understand?!) who in 1997 yr. to us showed Olga Wladimirovna
Wasileva (Ukhno), when with all the employees of Mariupol’s Museum went after meeting in
chiefs of city on farm Catholic. And this was said to so, what, real, was not forgotten. And today
about «graves» at farm Catholic already till the latest days of our civilization will remember all
Christian Europe owing to labor such sincere workers, as Dmitrii Eremenko, Liudmila Malenko,
Arkhip Kuinji, Lel Kuzminkov, Valentin Konstantinov, Valerii Vasilev, Irina Khilobok
(Chernyavskaya), Zenovij Sokolovskii et al.
Much worked family Ukhno on farm Catholic helping aunt Pashe to conduct economy.
Evdokiya Timofeevna along with Wladimir Grigorevichem and children completely renewed
adobe cabin (made new all walls and to make warm him, covered walls by blanket). Wladimir
Grigorevich made all windows and doors - retained till 1996 yr. Restored «distinguished» cellar,
where stored before by trip on bazaar in Mariupol Dairy which did opulent family Ukhno before
1917 year (everything began with that two bought at Greek on the money of Catholic of cows).

But to live necessary was in city and to nourish Romanian officer with Soldier-adjuvant
whom determined on stand in the home of Wladimir Grigorevicha Ukhno. Anecdote, but
German Administration took off with guarantees Romanian parts. Rumynam gave city, but do
not give products reckonning, like, on them alive-resourceful … That is why, in order do not
provoke of plundering, Evdokiya Timofeevna beginnings to nourish self them. As was grateful
Romanian officer Evdokii Timofeevne (!). He even warned its relatively necessity to hide all
gold things (two bridal rings and chain, theres seem) which as generally lay under images which
can «take Soldier-adjuvant». He showed its favorite photographs, among which was photograph
Love Orlovoi (this actress till war knew all World) etc etc .
Fortunately laws of war many were not understood. And after the reception of letters from
Germany from arrived on work (in Germany) the first Greek osterbaters queues in the locations
of recruiting on work westward disappeared. Sly Greeks managed to cheat straightforward
German censoring and transmited real information on the difficulties of work and lives in Europe
osterbaters from East. They simply in letter wrote that live «it is also as aunt Sima», and
everything in them Native knew that aunt Sima already long ago in best of worlds etc. That is
why began “to catch people” and the compulsory dispatch of labor resources westward. It is in
these circumstances startling, but Evdokiya Timofeevna manifested rare bravery and such
qualities which subsequently not time manifested Olga Wladimirovna.
Rescuing neighbors youth from recruiting in Germany, Evdokiya Timofeevna made her
acid wounds on body which commission German medicine accepted for pest and did not
recommend «Patient» for work in Germany (what and aimed to attain). Such behavior on
occupied territory required larger spiritual forces and real (not advertising and single) permanent
audacity of insisting bravery.
Also German Administration could not forgive of artificial famine Cossack-Gothas’
settlements in East Europe (Cossacks they validly considered by Germans as to blood), that is
why, like, so rigidly related to captives Soldiers-USSR, for which in the downtown of Mariupol
(where today central park) made camp, encircled territory barbed-wire. And people for barbedwire nothing did not nourish (generally nothing!). Survived they only for the account of help
citizen. AND Evdokiya Timofeevna speaking by everything, what likely among captives exist
and its dependents, boiled bucket kashi from “the grains of American bread”, connected in larger
bunches onion and other vitamin vegetation. And forwarded Aunt Plough with Olga to nourish
prisoners. Aunt Pasha carried bucket, and Olga bunches green. When approached barbed-wire
that German sentry launched Olga under wire (by adult to camp to be right for Germans forbade)
with complete bucket kashi on the territory of camp and furnished to automaton on Made which
became in queue, and Olga by large spoon each in Cap poured welded grains. Bunches green
simply threw through barbed-wire. People were to such an extent are impoverished, what
command of German sentry furnished to in queue was not spare; In camp was not neither one
bunch of grass and on trees was not of bark … everything ate; And from camp transported «no
corpses, and bones». Insisting horror ... (where there all modern «to the films of horrors» …).
This real nightmare withstanded by girl Olga in 9-10 years old (!). And we and today
with labor present, as this could be in real life.
It is especial, all on farm Catholic was remembered exemption, because German officer
warned Evdokiya Timofeevna, in order she rescued from the detachments of SS children (felt
respectable German something close and native in robust figure Cossack-woman from under
Mariupol). That is why Evdokiya Timofeevna took all her children and they were hid in maize
between hills on farm Catholic. It is by the way, in this time, as told Alexandra Spiridonovna
Klimovicheva in 1996 yr., immediately on farm Wasilij Catholic tried as-that to hide horses, and
self about itself and did not think. When him spoke, in order thought about itself, it is proud of
spoke - «to me nothing will, I am Catholic». And real, his Germans not touched, but horses took
away. Olga Wladimirovna told that was interesting sensation, when they everything lay in maize,
and over them quickly flew the bullets of automat’s queues, but neither Germans, neither red
they did not see, and fight as-that began to move and over Head the azure of sky ... Sensation no
real arising … and any Eternity … (the very ancient earth of battles on Kalke, withstand epochmaking events, like, admonished of itself). And then everything as-that quietened down, but

when already send in village that saw killed who were already all undressed … (prowlers all
outstriped, as by him this managed?).

War was completed. Youth which danced with
Germans quickly forgot about its «Europeans
admirers». Wasiliya Konstantinovicha Multykha
serving during occupation in orthodox temple and
having time to save in Mariupolskom Temple мощи
Metropolitan Gothas and Cafa, Holy Ignatius, quickly
forwarded in Jambulskuiu area «on the reverse
educate». He ambassador of Kazakhstan already never
no longer worked in The Christian Temples of native
Mariupol, and only came and struggled for revival
Christian Svyatyn (Temples).

On photo the residues of church f.W.Multyh

AND Olya, successfully ended school (on photo Ole 14 years old).

In 1948 yr. she behaved in Technical school, in distinguished Metallurgical Technical school The
ministry of Ship-building industry USSR which also successfully ended in 1952 yr. As to
specialty «Manufacturing welding» having received expertise technology-master.
Within that time its father, Wladimir Grigorevich
Ukhno, built kiss the street of houses with team,
directed to him of pupils, for which very out-live.
This experiences subsequently and shortened the
years of life to this professional of its matter which simply could not make bad, because really
and very much sensed responsibility (not in example to modern heads).

2. Izhorskij factory - Tselina (Kuragatinskii grain- State economy)

– Kirovograd
In Technical school Olga studied well and so much, what her furnished to on Izhorskij
factory in Leningrad (modern is Sent. Petersbourg).

Interesting was Olge in Sent. Petersbourg. She behaved to study in Institute as to its
specialty and everywhere had time (on photographies this especially eminently).

It is certain, Olenka was else very young, but even her constantly astonished that
justifiable quotient which to it manifested fundamental inhabitants of city.

The they all at once of her «Lent secret passes» having lent all necessary passes (like, all
those songs which she sang in kitchen garden in Germans «about Great and Always Conquering
country», heard; Yes and not only of song …), and her friend-women-«Greek» gave only
copying not of very necessary technologies and in shops of factory not furnished to - Izhorskij
factory always was serious defense factory. In 2004 year Olga Wladimirovna spoke that her then
astonished - of «why very much bombs they manufactured …? Yes and not only bombs …».
Namely on the production of caponiers for coastal guns and were manifested the rare
acquaintances of technology and peculiarities casting which mastered Valery Alexandrovich
Vasijlev else in Odessa’s Polytechnic which headed no-party Prof., Dt techn. scis V.A.
Dobrovolskij. But do not use authority «Great Wide World» in mechanics superior leadership
could not. Not draw attention which Viktor Afanasevich disagree with two locations of Statute,
Moscow give consent and last war youth accepted on one party meeting Old-scientist and Valery
Alexandrovicha in its rows (this was interesting …).

From the first its steps on Izhorsk’s factory Olga Wladimirovna was accepted on the
appointment of engineer-technology (the first record in «book labour» from 31/07/1952 yr.).,
and with 1/04/1954 yr. already was translated in the department of welding engineer. Pitter’s
men that alone business trip in Mariupol, as to which wanted to go great deal old employees
«Izhorsk’s factory» on the south of country, gave young girl, in order she could meeting parents.
Virtual, « Izhorsk’s men» made to Olga two-weeks leave of absence. In this arrival Olga in
Mariupol Wladimir Grigorevich danced with daughter «distinguished» krakoviak. Yes so, what
recalled and in decades …

AND Olga, just like is put in youth, loved in very intelligential and oldly behold chief
the technological bureau of casting shop Valery Alexandrovich Vasiljev. Aside of them
everything seemed her «no very clever (mildly speaking)». So this sensation and the quotient of
admiration by husband and carried Olga Wladimirovna through all its life.

But such harmonious and serious quotient formed not right away - building of relations
was built in struggle with very larger difficulties. «By generator» all difficulties, certain, was
Valery Alexandrovich Vasiljev. This He was too correct and honest, and main - and knowing. It
is so much qualities for one man, and else and right after war - not many encircling withstanded.
To and young engineer, thered seem that in the leadership of country everything
think only about the interests of state. Naive? It is certain, but nobody not revision and did not
aim to lend mind «young state-man». This naive very costly cost «Bruiser for justice», but tt is
surprising all what never, even understanding practical devoted such position, of Valery
Alexandrovich this «errors young» did not betray. And maybe this and not error? Maybe we
meanwhile else not everything доросли, name, till such as to-insisting civilization positions? It
is like, It is like, namely so.
AND by Olga heart understood and accepted these
talented, naive, exclusively respectable and industrious man. She
refused, all at once from all its admirers, and actually battled out
its «Valerika» - in the first instance in purely «женском
сражении», and then and in struggle with pitiless system,
constantly rescuing and maintaining talented and unprotected
from scoundrels and heading dregs (which in the echelons of
power always snatched) favorite man. You will say that must
mild in «Definitions». No no need mild, because human intellect
very dear costs and this resource no-recovery. It instantly is destroyed in no-think and no-spit to
him to quotient. And here is executive, on all ready and aimed in leadership insignificant-men these kind more than fair. It is especial, we this sense at the beginning XXI centuries on all
territory of Eurasia.
Nobody did not prompt in 1953 yr. to young engineer, to pupil prof. Dobrovolskogo who
proposed military institute to make candidate thesis, to take seriously for science. Too is far

from St. Petersbourg was then Kirovograd and Alexandr Pavlovich could not give councel to its
most’s son, all the more, what self he not very-that believed in the outlooks of research career
for normal life. And on this at Alexandra Pavlovicha Vasiljev, the son of book-keeper
«Tereshenko’s sugary factory», the chairman of Kiev office Moscow stock work-men’s
association responsible serving and book-keepers «SouzBank» Pavla Antonovicha Vasiljev;
Projecting and with teodolite in hands through constipation laying pasing by Nikolaevki railway
track «Track win» from Moscow till Stalingrad in December 1942 yr. and January 1943 yr., and
the ambassador of conversation with Nikitoi Sergeevichem Khrushchev going for troops and
heading Kirovogradskoe earth construction control in 1943 yr.- was fairly of grounds. He even
did not want institute to finish, and only «played» учебу having prevented this, by the way, and
its spouse Olge Andreevne to receive superior medical
education … But, as neither odd, and where that it was
of rights … to Be clever in USSR - signifies very
difficultly live …
Hereto, young engineer Valery Alexandrovich
Vasiljev decided to participate in modernisation as a
minimum all Izhory (such most is possible only till 30
years old). But judging by what on tcilina Valery
Alexandrovicha, virtual, forwarded Leonid Ilich
Brezhnev which from 500 man at meeting lifted only
Valery Alexandrovicha and asked about it is of one's
own accord decisions to go in Kazakhstan that
evidently - all ideas enounced to leadership Valery
Alexandrovichem Vasiljev, were as to main parameters
correct and perspective. Clever think and reasonable
proposals not profoundness. It is certain, them often
implement already other people, but, name, they
accelerate the development of all our civil
technologies and create the real phenomenons of
culture preserving and developping spiritual. It is so
complex, like, Valery Alexandrovich then did not dissert. He simply wanted actively and
unequivocal to build Great State which ambassador of war recieved new breath, as seemed to
youth. But, name, same state wanted to build and Olga.

It is that is why, when Valery
Alexandrovich with the suit-cases of
books as to rural economy of and
agricultural technology left on tcilina, for
Olga in St. Petersbourg everything
became arid. She actually on all its career
set cross and went to rescue its
«Valerika», because by female heart felt
that on tcilina he without it simply
profoundness.
We much speak of December-men
and about their wifes, but for this country
«Decembering» this permanent state for
every new generation of honest people. In order to throw St. Petersbourg and to go in steppe in
organizing, where director next «Cad-man», necessary to be very bravery man.
But what is necessary to be woman, in order of one's own accord to go there where
actually only for very serious acts against existing system furnished to on couple of years (and
not above!). Yes, by much even will not understand today that inner Spirit the youth 50 years of
XX st., when such impulse was possible, of that highest level spiritual which lived the most
sincere and high moral persons. It is real, war and the tests of hardened people. Best of them in

behalf of its convictions were able on much and not teeterring commited act of braveries. Such
act of bravery by the winter 1 December 1954 yr. year commited Olga Wladimirovna Ukhno
which was calculated from work, left education in institute and went in «Primary Savage
Tartaria». But hit not to normal Steppe-men, and in organising, where director, real, was real
Cad-man (Khaimovich), of signed a few cables of-calls (only in «book labour» exist two
reference toes cables from 12/11/1954 yr. and from 27/11/1954 yr. who Khaimovich called Olga
Wladimirovnu in built-up area Kuragata Jambulskoi area!!), all at once as to arrival refused in
employment technology-master as to «welding manufacturing» Olga Wladimirovne Ukhno
(what «Cad-man CAD»!). This in the presence of the large park of tractors T80 not necessarymasters welders!? Difficultly be rid of sensation which such CAD simply tried to annihilate
young by seven hands of immoral and boneless caitiff Khaimovicha, as aiming to forward «from
Kuragaty and Kazakhstana» do not “wait rescue-woman”.


And this «beastliness» on Russian even to write normally did not can - «is not accepted on work
in Grain economy «Kuragata’s» in connection with not-having works as to specialty. Director
Grain economy «Kuragata’s»/signature/Khaimovich- Cad-man» (02/01/1995 г.). In what book
and in what dictionary he subtracted word «not-having»?! It is real insisting «CAD» … And
someone speaks that surnames are given accidentally and they do not reflect the man's essence.
But because grand-granddaughter Moiseya Grigorevicha Catholic, last Hereditary
Ataman Zadunaiskoj-Zaporozskoj Sechi, struggled for her favourite MAN. That is why
neither «CAD and Khaimovichi» her to prevent could not. She all at once to make better “hole’s
house” in housing and already by evening Valery Alexandrovich could normal to have a rest,
and through a few days made entire economy. «Chushka cet! Chushka cet!» - shouted
neighbour-woman Olga Wladimirovny being tortured to catch grown on will pig which carefully
grew the young wife of engineer in chief Grain economy «Kuragata’s» Olga Wladimirovna
Vasiljev. Loved Kazakhstan-women young and industrious «wife chief», and she did not stop to
wonder to their customs, especial, when young and beautiful Kazakhstan-woman gladding, what
her takes in wife by fourth wife seventy old Shepherd. Yes, officially many-wife’s was
forbidden, but Kazakhstan-men-Shepherd «for statistic» divorced in Office Government
(ZAGSE) with its wifes, and continued traditional to live by large Asian family. All leadership
this knew, but to fracture formed by eyelids build lives did not consider possible, because only
such «brigades» could not on survive in steppes and mountains but also to give larger volumes
animal breeding production. In self Grain economy already were cases, when even respected
Kazakh had one wife whom sincerely loved. Actually heads of Kazakhstan at the time turned
out to be more and away wise «Moscow’s chiefs». And this, real, was truth. As you consider can
be considered clever to cause have laughing on the wilderness half by unmooring plough? This
till what degree administrative savage necessary was let down (!); If practically everything

Kazakhs who did not finish of universities and did not study abroad in agro-technical academies,
but confidently spoke of what their fathers always had laughing something on similarity saha
these lands, but drilled only year-two, and then on decades left earth, in order she was restored,
and their nobody even to listen did not want. Than all this was ended? And what just like spoke
Kazakhs, in the first year gathered large crop which even not all exported and it in throngs «burn
out» (grain because necessary to ventilate and to give no him be heated of refused admittance
air), and on second year wind two thirds of fields blown way. But otherwise and to be could not,
because by unmooring plough lifted on surface sand, cut on shallow morsels all fertile stratum
(!). If manage «to cancel wind», then such «wide unmooring folly» have no consequences, but
wind nobody not «cancel» - consequences did not cause itself to wait. Grain economy
«Kuragata’s» to departure Valery Alexandrovicha from Kazakhstan turned into Animals to
perform; though partial, especially in before-mountains, continued to plough and drill. And our
tcilina’s men else managed drilled square-nest’s method which actually was else «more wise»,
than to plough sand. But, if commission from Region saw that have drilled not square-nest’s
method that prison to leadership of Grain economy «Kuragata’s» was provided. And here
Kazakhs, with which Valery Alexandrovich found understanding, again saved position. The fact
is that in commission was representative main nation, name, Kossack which is decided was as it
should be to accept, and with this end in view invited deserved Shepherd, at which was four
wifes, to be host, because the banquet ambassador exists interesting and very nice for guests
custom … In too time in submission at Valery Alexandrovicha was very knowing mechanic who
previously served on military ships, and technology knew well, so he nevertheless could one
field with brim toing thank stiff as to his proposal to wires (machines for drilling square-nest’s
method do not give, and commission sent! To comment no earthly use …) have drilled by
square-nest’s method. Here is to this field of the member of commission and brought and he
with easy soil reported subsequent, what everything was drilled
square-nest’s method. It is especial, sincerely sounded of it word
after holyday (of admittance) next day. Joke and anecdotes, but
mastered tciline’s land youth from Ukraine and anticipatorily
exempt. It is certain, youth hit right away under influence this
«anticipatorily exempt» and situation was valid criminal.
Chauffeurs often were drunk and scuffled. So here is everything this
scuffles ceased went engineer-chief Valery Alexandrovich Vasiljev.
What sensed Olga Wladimirovna for all these months better do not
speak, and because she already waited child … To the end its days
Valery Alexandrovich during edibles used fork which he dragged
out from its hand after one of such «scuffles». He even of caitiff
Khaimovicha (Cad) saved who took due to fear before chauffeurs in
militias pistol, and when employees Grain economy this learnt (and
learnt right away through a few clock) that sat on tractors - «he in
us will shoot» - and went to press Khaimovicha (certain, they were prodded, but ... why was to
take weapon; because offered by everything, but nobody from leadership, except Khaimovicha,
of this did not make). Only by miracle toing thank what found quickly Valery Alexandrovicha,
managed to stop tractors practically at self home (have pressed …). On following day
Khaimovichu said that him more to rescue will not, and he quickly have surrendered weapon in
militia.

Such extremum’s events could not pass by gift and Olga Wladimirovna greatly have ached, but
nevertheless could to give birth to son and on the grounds of her disease young family dismissed
with Tcilina Land. But till his departure Valery Alexandrovich had time to save by winter in
snows sheep having arranged three shock’s brigades and these brigades on T80, and owing to
adroitness to and acquaintances «Mariner» the they of steel T100 (transposed batten), have
breached in snows highway to provenders and saved from hungry death sheep’s herds. One of
brigades conducted personally engineer-chief Valery Vasiljev. For this rescue of the several
1000s of sheep Valery Alexandrovich received Medal All-Union Exhibition (VDNKH) (because
of neither extraordinary events could not arise in USSR and about rescue sheep nobody and
nowhere did not speak). Except Medal, he «earned» and revmocardet … And all life with him
struggled and practically conquered, was said to blood Artemiya Vasiljev (Kumрan).
But the most interesting what to Olga Wladimirovne on Tcilina-Land came Evdokiya
Timofeevna Ukhno (Chernyavskaya), in order moral to support daughter (!). Her support great
deal signified for young family and took off of all tension, because Evdokiya Timofeevna said
simply and confident, what everything normally and without difficulties life is generally arid.

Evdokiya Timofeevna and Galina (the sister of husband); Olga Wladimirovna
Subsequently was trip from Dzhambul with small son Alexander through all country in
Mariupol (like, that is why Sasha on all life loved trains), and from Mariupol in Kirovograd.
Valery Alexandrovich actively searched work as to specialty and him helped the friend of father
Alexander Pavlovicha Vasiljev, at the time the employee of central apparatus, Koshuba having
arranged direction in Latvia. But Latvia did not like Valery Alexandrovichu (very was there
humidity, and at he already was revmocardet). That is why have to were to stop on Kirovograd
which in times of Russian Empire was called Elizavetgrad and retained grand caserns Cadet’s
School opposite boarding-house Noble Girls (its were retained till now).
The most interesting and happy time in youth Olga Wladimirovna connected with
Kirovograd, where owing to her family (and this three men) managed Alexander Pavlovichu
Vasiljev to receive larger apartment in downtown (the quantity of square meters then even for
leadership was dependent on quantity residing). For She was everything well. She lived in the
center of good regional city in family one of regional heads. Husband worked in the first
instance in Institute, and then on factory. Everything was normal. Son grew and even was
bungalow. Truth, minuscule, in which to reside was impossible, because was little air and hot,
but round everything grew very violent. Nobody then did not ask from what such violent growth
(subsequently already said about nuclear ore under city).

In city it was interesting, though even tiresomely, but
Olga Wladimirovna understood that to saturate “vital
room” and save time necessary self. It is especial, was
spiritual raise after Gagarin’s flight in space. In that day
everything looked at sky searching satellite. And it is
said, found. Appeared familiar, principally from work
Valery Alexandrovicha and Alexander Pavlovicha.
Women, and this and Olga Andreevna, mother Valery
Alexandrovicha, and the wifes of familiar husband, aimed life to make merry and active on how
many let family budget. Even sister Valentinu Wladimirovnu from Mariupol Olga
Wladimirovna invited in Kirovograd and she studied in Institute, blessing was to whom to help,
because Valery Alexandrovich always knew more provincial teachers … (because him in
graduate center wanted to leave prof. Viktor Afanasevich Dobrovolskii … this about much
speaks).

IN Kirovograd of many
technical ideas could to put forward
on discussion on in Specialized
Institutes Valery Alexandrovich, one
of which as to creation Konvertor in
“steel to pour ladle” used even in
Japan (ours to this idea were
attributed as generally…). Olga
Wladimirovna always maintained
husband in his permanent creative
search. At the time someone «dream» by machine or
what that earnings or bungalow, and Valery
Alexandrovich draw and wrote … Difficultly was in
agro-city (was such idea of Nikita Sergeevich
Khrushchev about the creation of agro-cities) which
actually at the time was Kirovograd, familiar Valery
Alexandrovicha to understand purposes youthful engineer. And this engineer struggled for the
optimization of cut out metal in clichéd, what sharply raised exit fit in the scales of everything
UEH (so was called integration the associations of the European socialist countries) of.
LOGIKA correspondence, especial, when go of proposal turning higher the effectiveness of
manufacturing, consists in what answers come through months and years. It is general, at first
gains man not real answers, how many nothing signifying letters, and only subsequent, when is
furnished to several times specification relatively of made proposal, it is possible of waited the
high-skill consideration of substantiated innovation. This is tracked of and relatively proposal as
to shall disclose of metal and creations compound-clichés. Else on Tcilina Land in 1955 yr.
Valery Alexandrovich received the first answers from departmental ministry. But only in 1965
yr. working on metallurgical integrated plant named Ilicha, managed actual to interest in this
proposal of not only domestic specialists but also specialists in Czechoslovakia.
All this time wife «Don-Kihot» must create what society makes with very larger lateness,
name, the sensation of significance fulfiled the husband of work carrying out the constantly
moral support of him researchers. This, virtual, all these years and tackled Olga Wladimirovna,
when encircling practically did not understand why and to whom all this «work» her husband
necessary. Only Sergei Ivanovich Plis (the mother of him was German), talented engineer and
scientist-casting (studied at school with Borisom Evgenevichem Patonom, and families lived in
home «PolitKatorzan»), with which Valery Alexandrovich as to-insisting was friends and
worked already in Mariupol, with sincere respect related to what made this thinking and creative
man. For this Olga Wladimirovna was sincerely grateful Sergeiu Ivanovichu. Him with wife
always waited and Olga Wladimirovna and Valery Alexandrovich.

3.

 Mariupol - the Crimea - Liverovskie - Cooperative «Drapery»

It is certain, Kirovograd
turned out to be small and very
really agricultural city for
Valery Alexandrovicha, that is
why travel in Mariupol in 1962
yr.
was
predetermined.
Nevertheless in this city were
the largest allied enterprises,
and it unregional disposition of
recompense by submission
direct industrial giants to
Moscow. New stage in life Valery Alexandrovicha
coincided and with new tasks which set lives
before Olga Wladimirovnoi. Her is necessary was
to learn and to grow son which she always
considered by its primary mission, but all along
aimed to work. And that level of quotient which
was set the department of frames and the
leadership of Izhorsk’s factory (Leningrad) actually accompanied Olga Vladimirovnu all life.
Her practically always took on engineering appointments, despite what was have to constantly
be dismissed due to necessity to arrange the normal conditions of life to son and husband (to
principally son).

Yes and on work Olga Wladimirovne managed itself quickly
well to show. And she gained acknowledgments of and brevet
which to never and nobody did not show, because considered
all this usual and not deserving large attention. For Her main
always stayed to create warm atmosphere in family and
psychological to support «its man».
Her this so much
managed that follows
on this to stop
particular. Such great
- and this not more
increasing - work
managed to carry out
to very a few women,
and all the more over decades.
This
today
in the
epoch
of

Internet
and
1000
television channels, it is
as, does not appear of
problems
with
organizing of free time,
and in those years these questions were decided far and away more difficult. That is why so
importantly was to arrange that month of leisure which yearly was put to the chief of model
shop, and Valery Alexandrovich very quickly became such chief, because that level of activity
and payoff which he manifested on manufacturing could not be on dynamic developed
integrated plant is not noticed. Director MMC named Ilicha Kulikov managed to appreciate
knowing and cogitative man, but he could not, yes and this was not his duty, to arrange the life
of employees outside manufacturing. This should be to make trade-unions and families. At the
time nevertheless trade union system worked and many could afford to have a rest on Black Sea,
at least time in two year, but with all family always was difficultly even for the heads of shops
and manufacturing subdivisions. Was come to manifest «adroitness», because to ride to
immediate family «savage way» and to search housing in private sector, but also this managed
even in the Crimea. Several times managed Olga Wladimirovne to arrange such trips to the
Crimea for all family.
Managed even
one time travel
by all family on
Caucasus
in
Kislovodsk and
Zheleznovodsk,
as well as to visit Pyatigorsk and Dombai
which remained in memory at all, like, as the
most beautiful areas in USSR. But scientific
charges far and away exceed manufacturing
and time at Valery Alexandrovicha on leisure
already practically did not stay, that is why he of beginnings all leave of absences to conduct,
virtual, for desk, but coaxed wife independently travelig in the leisure home under Moscow. And
this trip on all life left trace in fate Olga Wladimirovny which in this trip met family professors,
doctor of engineering and the member of The union of Writers USSR Alexeya Alexeevicha
Liverovskogo which with its wife Bianki traditionally had a rest in this region insisting Russian
culture. Very how many subsequently told Olga Wladimirovna about this marvelous family, like,

tell only professional writers. She, real, learnt much new about the modern life of the
intelligentsia of Sent Petersbourg, about those difficulties which feeling clever honest and
formed people in country which everything «collects live», but by no means not collects. All
this arose in complex years before «reforms» and till «Parade Sovereignties», that is why every
such get-together great deal signified for clever and thinking people. For people who wanted be
determined with willing its children understanding, what everything will soon change and turns
will be nonreversible.
But
as

everything did not change, and professionals are
necessary always, that is why that labor which
Valery Alexandrovich constantly enclosed in inventions, technology and research did not only
allowed to receive the scientists of degree, but main - became necessary manufacturing. It is that
is why, when were given to elementary freedoms that became possible even creation of
scientific cooperative termed with romantic’s «Drapery (Manufactura)». What only was not
written down in the statute of this organizing as to line of activities (traditional «UNIVERSUM»
the kit of that time), but tackled cooperative by only investigation as to economic questions, in
which Valery Alexandrovich to 1989 yr. became acknowledged in East Europe by specialist. In
this cooperative Olga Wladimirovna studied seven years old with 1989 yr. as to 1996 yr. It is
possible dared to speak, of that number’s Mariupol’s Metallurgical School of The Ministry of
Ship-building industry USSR accepted the most active participation in the formation of cooperative motion in Ukraine. And its participation in this large and necessary economics of East
Europe to research was, real, timely and necessary, taking into account her technical and
humanitarian preparation as to main teams fulfilled researches as to improving of normative
basis on industrial organizations. Manufacturing, as specially prepare Olga Wladimirovnu to this
work, because in 1971 yr. and in 1972 yr. she past twice with disconnection from manufacturing
tuition in Dniepropetrovsk’s metallurgical institute as to «Technical have nor med and SOL» and
her senior lecturers and professors read as to seven ad hoc courses: «Technical have nor med and
SOL» (50 clock), «Organising and planning Manufacturing» (24 clocks), «Basis physiology and
psychology labour» (10 cl.), «Material Stimulation» (8 cl.), «Networked planning» (12 cl.),
«Scientific organizing labour» (10 cl.), « Legislation of labour» (16 clocks).

Was and eighth course - «Civil defense» (16), but, fortunate, the acquaintances of him in
arranging of research not need (as nevertheless well, what we everything live in pacific time). As
see, not on empty basement began the country modernization. To it qualified.
Namely for these years became specialist and her son, and at Olga Wladimirovny
appeared two granddaughters whom too is necessary was to study and to educate. But reefs of
life’s problems «ship of family» under leadership Olga Wladimirovny successfully bied pass.
And even managed Valery Alexandrovichu to study not only her grandsons but also dependents,
and because he was usual senior lecturer in university. Here is what signifies real authority (!)
and insisting acquaintances. AND Olga Vladimirovna, with its side, did not stop to astonish the
wife of son Marinu Gennadievnu what in exit on bazaar always bought all, as a minimum on 3040 per cent cheaper. To this art neither in one university will not teach. This insisting business
talent which in all world is considered by exclusively rare and valuable resource. Ours only
today him begin unmuch to value …

4. Ivan Moiseevich Catholic - «Ukrainian night on farm Catholic» - Civil international
Committee Spiritual Unity
Yes much of life’s problems will it was necessary to take on itself Olga Wladimirovne. In
large family Ukhno she became the center of attraction and give no nobody even to think about
possibility go out from Mariupol. «If I already brought in this city on its earth of husband
from Kazakhstan, those nowhere neither Him neither children not shall dismiss» - so or
approximately so, apparent, thought grand-granddaughter Moiseya Grigorevicha Catholic.
Maybe this and correct, because made for 90 years «her men», real, earns respect. But not less,
and maybe and more important, turns out to be, was made and self Olga Wladimirovnoi.
And began everything from conversation Evdokii Timofeevny Ukhno (Chernyavskoi) with
her son Alexander, when Evdokiya Timofeevna where-that in 84 year seriously in presence Olga
Wladimirovny said: «We are grandson from noblemen. My uncle was Catholic». «Grandmother
so, because catholic this not surname, and religion» - to mistrust the words of elderly woman,
said Alexander. «We are from Catholic and farm so named» - continued to insist Evdokiya
Timofeevna. «Grandmother, and where you were given birth to?» - decided to verify on
reliability of information Sasha. «In Nikolskomu in 1906» - all at once and distinctly replied
Evdokiya Timofeevna. Olga Wladimirovna supported mother and Alexander nothing other did
not stay, how to to verify received information.
IN Mariupol’s museum said that about farm Catholic nothing by him unknown, and all
Church’s books necessary to search in Donetsk’s archive, because from Mariupol everything was
exported in Donetsk. And couple of years in succession every trip in Donetsk began for
Alexander from Donetsk’s archive, in which studded by phrase employment reported that
nothing was retained. But «Water grinds stone». And occurred nevertheless small miracle - in
one of the trips of instead old employment archive turned out to be new and she fetched
Church’s books village Nikolskoe (modern Volodarsk).
And in records for 1906 yr. it is impossible was to overlook record about
baptism newborn Evdokii Timofeevny Chernyavskoi, because by this
record were interested right after revolution and after war (were two
marks on fields). Who could be interested Evdokiei Timofeevnoi? Answer
is evident, if to take into account that to archival documents assumed only
employees of policy structures. But true sense interest in person Evdokii
Timofeevny brightened only in 2010 year, but about it a few later. Main Alexander felt that any very serious information about it dependents as to
line Evdokii Timofeevny hides and well «hidden». Follows to say that
ambassador of every unfortunate trip in Donetsk Olga Wladimirovna
recalled, as accidental, what that detail of its childhood. And already to
moment, of discovering of record about birth Evdokii Timofeevny,
Alexander thered seem that he absolutely lately lived on farm Catholic. He already knew that
Vanya, the first son Evdokii Timofeevny (1929-1940), constantly repeated - «Kobanj, Kobanj»,
because could not said word Kubanj, of where have acrossed all native Evdokii Timofeevny and
Wladimir Grigorevicha Ukhno with farm Catholic. He already knew that on farm was great
pear’s garden and apiary, as well as in the large family of Wladimir Grigorevicha Ukhno was 19
children. It is by the way, Wladimir after the dispatch of elder brother to study to music headed
family and only him was got of daily glass milk, and because traded by dairy in city (rigidly
pertained Ukhno to itself - spared and reached). All this information Olga Wladimirovna gave to
as to droplets, in order at son to support interest to family history. And such her politics, certain,
poured out in the searches of documents about that time which as and was not, but someone
something heard or saw and ect. Obstacle only disentangled interest Alexander and he suddenly
found testimonies about Mennonites, about Greek settlements, references about Kalmiusskoi
Palanke and ect. Suddenly before next trip in Donetsk called from Mariupol’s museum and said
that found something interesting (this year Alexander defended doctoral and only returned from
Alma-Ata from The first World Congress of Spiritual Consent). And found the map 30 years, on
which was distinctly marked farm Catholic. It is so, signifies, Evdokiya Timofeevna spoke
TRUTH! Olga Wladimirovna a few offended emphasized that mummy always only and spoke
TRUTH. Here is from this moment interest to history farm Catholic acquired absolutely another
aspect - extremely aspiration to purpose the search of historic documents. But these documents
to find in Mariupol managed little, even very little. People as-that feared recalling … If at Greek
artist Valentina Konstantinovicha Konstantinova before war killed 34 relations, and last - his
uncle already of deceased drawn in sledge as to village … (that's why many Greeks the first
tried go out in Germany, as soon as send German troops). About than can be spoken. More
documents will it turned out in Central Public library in Moscow, where of publication ones
history Kalmiusskoj Palanki and as to history Troops Azovs’ will it turned out fair, in order even
to receive insight into economic successes of Azov’s men and inhabitants distinguished farm.
Historical evidence from publications very during were complemented by recollections Olga
Wladimirovny and Alexander could to make the first sketch of the history of migration Cossack-

Gothas due to Danube in Kalmiusskuiu Palanku and to see the role of nobleman last Atamanofficer Troops Azovs’ Moiseya (Evseya) Grigorevicha Catholic in all historic events those years
old. In these years arises very great event for family Olga Wladimirovny. In apartment appears
picture «Ukrainian night» A.I. Kuinji, but she comes as-that very symbol, as, actually alone
picture and valuable thing stayed from grandmother Valery Alexandrovicha Vasiljev and
somehow in three places punished by bullets, but holes from bullets neatly glued.
Last as-that attracted on itself larger attention, than all
what was portrayed on picture. And all family
discussed that such occurred and in what adaptations
spent time this artistic canvas. Alexander was Greek
painters why-that coaxed to give this unlarger picture
by him on restoration which continued eight years
old … But was finished what picture covered by
domarnyj varnish which, they say specialists, brought
down its value and tried to make less noticeable
openings from bullets in canvas. But on picture
returning in the year flow insisted Olga
Wladimirovna and its having attained set Her on cupboard in large room. Whichly was the
surprise of all immediate family, as in one of solar days in 2004 yr., when sun illuminated the
even dark places of picture, suddenly she by everything reminded farm Catholic, and Olga
Wladimirovna said that she sensed this always. Yes, this picture is written was Arkhipom
Ivanovichem Kuinji with farm Catholic and her is necessary to name «Ukrainian night on
Farm Catholic». This small opening made Olga Wladimirovnoi, has exceptional significance
for all history of Pri-Azov Land, and possibly and all Europe which became evidently in 2012
yr. after more detailed acquaintance with art of Arkhipa Ivanovicha and history self farm. But in
2004 yr. this caused us several times to face Greek painters and to verify our assumption which
in them did not only did not cause of objections, but they confidently spoke that this, name, so,
because Arkhip Ivanovich went near Farm in Greek’s village Cherdakli to its dependents. To us
suddenly became very closely time 1876yr., when was created this picture. Wanted prompt to
make updating, at least schematic, farm’s houses directly on farm Catholic and to show its to
Greek painters. Prepared battens and fifty metres of subtle rope … But problems, problems,
«very unclever problems» caused to interrupt the normal life of family which compeled
Alexandra to leave to Odessa and all searches of evidences were interrupted … Only in 2005 yr.
for a few weeks before death Olga Wladimirovny returned to this topic, when retracted her from
hospital, where her did not cure (it is said, what from her disease of drugs was not … though
something in all this was not so …). We then, even built any plans …, but was very heavily …
and not till pictures … When after three days of shower on requiem having buried Olga
Wladimirovnu, recalled about it her biggest opening … became so bitter, to that many unworthy
people in Pri-Azov Land on this small and wounding earth, apparent, already will be not found
places …
But disclosure «Secret Picture» went to
parallelly other very significant work which
will it was necessary to fulfil Olga
Wladimirovne, name, to maintain the work of
The Institute of economical and sociocultural researches (SCE, assignee DESMC
The Academy of Science of Ukraine). To this
large work attracted her, as ever, Valery Alexandrovich who in the first instance accepted Olga
Wladimirovnu by assistant research worker with payment as to the actually fulfiled volume of
researches in his Institute. Here is only of research managed to conduct as to economic contracts
only till 2001 yr.

This already subsequently she really was responsible for
the output of all scientific output of organizing financing all
editions, as this was and in 2005yr. Working in this
organizing, Olga Wladimirovna received the status of the
Participant of War which raised the authority (SCE) of
Institute ESCR. It is especial, this created fitting image of
organizing, when 12 November 2001 yr. was created Civil
International Committee as to the preparation of World
climate of opinion to arranging of The First World
Congress Spiritual Unity in New York the common
deciding of the Azov’s Department of The Academy of
economic sciences and business activity and The Institute of
Economical and Socio-Cultural Researches from members
international publication «Who is Who in the World» (USA)
from Spain, Australia, Indies, Serbia, of Canada and Ukraine.
This
constituent
document
was
signed
Olga
Wladimirovnoi, as assistant director of The Institute of
Economical and Socio-Cultural Researches (SCE). Till
latest day Olga Wladimirovna constantly maintained this
international public Committee. She always constantly emphasized that this organizing is
created «Unamendable Novelmen» and must active work.
It is certain, all this work Olga Wladimirovna fulfilled, by aiming all forces to support «its
men». Ounly she the first lent impulse to that sincere spiritual
search which they conducted all last twenty five years old. In
80 years the she of them self led to Christian Temple in the
Crimea which only through many years old visited protoierej
Wasilij Multykh along with паломниками, and then Olga
Wladimirovna with deep feeling explained its unmuch «much
studied men» the necessity of sincere faith in superior forces.
Passed years of and her word were understood Valery
Alexandrovichem which in 70 years old had christened at
Wasiliya Konstantinovicha Multykha in village Usatovo
under Odessa. Protoierei Vasilii Konstantinovich Multykh
became godfather Valery Alexandrovicha and on four year
lived more his god-child. But what great force in prayer,
because willow were disbanded before icon which gave to
Wasilii Konstantinovich Multykh his god-child. They then in
1999 yr. established to the highest award of the Azov’s
Department of The academy of economic sciences and
business activity Names Medal «Metropolitan Gothas and
Kafy, Holy Ignatius». Few Medals manufactured in Russia upon request Wasiliya
Konstantinovicha Multykha, and He of them transmitted Valery Alexandrovichu. Olga
Wladimirovna considered this work self significant in all extracurricular activity of the Azov’s
Department of The academy of economic sciences and business activity, of and then and Civil
International Committee Intellectual and Spiritual Unity.
These Names Medals
was
noted
The
director of The center
of Researches in The
East
Europe
of
Warsaw University,
professor, Dr. eon.
hab.
Michael
Dobrochinski, Founder and The
President International benevolent
Fund V. Khlystiuk, President Crimea
Academy of Science, professor, Dr.
biol. V.RUSYAEV, Vice-chairman of
Civil
International
Committee
Intellectual and Spiritual Unity, Dr
Ernesto Garcia, Writer-pilot USA
Clayton Devis, the professor of PriAzov’s State Technical University, The
honorable member of the scientist of
the advice of The Academy of
economic sciences and business activity in Ukraine, cand. techn.
scies. Nikolai Alexandrovich Dinchenko which Diploma was signed already Chairman of Civil

International Committee Intellectual and Spiritual Unity, Dr Ernesto Garcia in 2009 yr. and
many other produced people who sincerely boast of and value this, real, particular prize. She
really helps people whom is given, with honor to pass through all tests. Also Olga
Wladimirovne managed to convince of Valery Alexandrovicha married per annum 50-летия
their wedding. Father Nikolai, as general, carried out ceremony on such high level soil in
October 2004 yr., what Olga Wladimirovna was deeply and sincerely him is grateful. Would
thered seem that grand-grandmother noble Ataman og Zaporozhskoi-Sadunajskoi Sechi and
officer Azov’s Troops M.G.KATOLIKA completely was dissolved in «its men» and in
everything parts their opinion. But wisdom and spiritual fortitude - this not make-beleive
romans. She manifests in all-in-one and proud people, especial, in people who genetically are
connected with the most honest and proud nation of Europe - with Cossacks-Gothas which
saved Europe in 1223 year having provided possibility to agree on common «Instructional»
actions to all Christian World - from Atlantic ocean till Pacific ocean in 13 century. This very
bright was manifested in the elective companies 2000 years, when Olga Wladimirovna basically
and not one time balloted for Viktora Fedorovicha Yanukovicha, and Valery Alexandrovich - for
V.A. Iushchenko. Olga Vladimirovna understood that convinced husband her do not manage and
simply spoke - «he nothing in this not understand …».

And this balloting was sincere and principled, rather than
no-serious ... As see today by everywhere and row for any
blessings. Did not reckon Olga Wladimirovna on any blessings, because very seriously related to
democratic procedures in its Ukraine. Marina Gennadievna told that must was to see, as two
«loved each other olders» go together on elective district, carefully each other maintaining, and
ballot everybody for her candidate and also together maintaining each other, go home. This
position in Ukraine not everything will appreciate of and understood … With this end in view
understanding, real, is necessary WISDOM.

5. The basis of the success of all pragmatic initiatives
In one of last films about the
researches of the historic roots of
Ukrainians already with the help of
studies DNK by leading authorities in the
world showed that women in Ukraine
carry in itself DNK very pristine folk and
this DNK no at the men of Ukrainians.
Actually science acknowledged life’s
wisdom which even simple the representative of the wonderful sex of
more wisdom self gifted man. This truth, like, was fair always. It is at least, Olga Wladimirovna
always understood any a matter of practically «quickly», but gave advices and interfered only in
critical situations. Recalling those moments, when were accepted in family «GREAT» and
important decisions, becomes evident, what last say was almost always for Olga Wladimirovnoi,
but only asounded these decisions Valery Alexandrovich. Here is only where touched absolutely
special questions «big economic science» she as-that complied right to make mistakes «her
men». And they these mistakes made on complete force, have made to cause storm on empty
place. But it is impossible to say that in this not very reasonably good life in country of
«permanent advices» and permanent «very difficult» everyday problems it is possible was to
find the really ideally rational style of behavior which after a while thered seem optimal.

No, it is impossible to live far
and away better, than lets
environment, and when this
environment
constantly
specially aggravate that result
is evident. It is that is why, all
modern travel on «Maldives
Islands» or else in something
similar «world’s poor land»
already please away off not all.
It is like, not in change for impressions is necessary to
search possibility to receive something new and important,
and in that prosecution of which to us bequeathed all great
culture of East Europe «Silver Century». That is why Olga
Wladimirovna so aimed to buy but just published good
books and to convince all to read to not only classic but also
modern good literature. Not that literature which today
replaces chewing-gum, and insisting good prose. This and works Simonova, and novels
Chivilikhina, IU.V. Davydova, I. Tynyanova. Her very liked prose Ivana Sergeevicha
Turgeneva, Nikolaya Vasilevicha Gogolya, Ivana Alexeevicha Bunina (finding first noble prize
winner). Journal «Foreign literature» collected as to years of and it filing till now compose
biggest as to volume Heritage for granddaughters. This and Tomas Mann, and Balzak, and
Zhorzh Sand, and Prosper Marime, and Alfons Dode, and Stendal, and Moris Driuon, of and
Agate Kristi and many miscel.
Particular place borrowed books «Great Mouravi» Anny
Antonovskoi and P.I.MELNIKOVA (Andreya Pecherskogo). And
certainly works Goncharova and Bulgakova, and historic novels of
E.TARLE were reread as to several times. Their from soft
submitting Olga Wladimirovny «by own desire» son epitomized so simple, for itself. Already we do not speak of Lermontov, Lve
Tolstoj and Alexej Tolstoj, A. Pushkin, S.Esenine, Paustovskom,
Nikolae Gumileve. Passes time and becomes evident, what without
this unceased «Literary evening» nothing valuable «her men» did
not write. And truth, what connection between novels, tales and poetry and statistic correlation
equations, founder forms and wooden, by plastic and aluminium models … will not understand
today very many (will say that this everything «intellectual men fantasy). In the period of
«Mass-scale purchase» various diplomas and academic estates, authorships and co-authorships
under scientific monographs and clauses, as-that odd to admonish of the quality of spelling of
scientific output, about necessity to think - about real practical value qualified publications. But
in 70 and 80 years XX st. without all this very broad humanitarian information would not be
wanted «her men», as to-insisting, to improve models, to search correlations and dependences.
Everything became for them flatly and arid. It is correctly it is said, what creative people
without necessary to do without can, but without spare - never.
Only this spare should be carefully selected and on such level, as wrote letters to the son
of Graf Chesterfild and its «Small Prince» Antuan де Sept Ekziuperi. It is name, on such level
and with such sincere wish result, as this made Olga Wladimirovna.
6. «It is taking into account large contribution in the revival of the historic MEMORY of
Ukrainian nation about glorious pages Azov’s Cossack’s Troops (the specification of the
title of picture A.I.Kuindzy « Ukrainian night/on farm Catholic», the factor of dramatic
activity in Nikolskom, of the peculiarities of denomination and others), as well as real
CONTRIBUTION in publishing activity of Academy ES&E and Institute ESCR and in the
creation of Civil International Committee to affirm BY THE HONORABLE MEMBER of
the scientist of the advice of Azov’s the Department of Academy ES&E, of Participatedwomen Great Domestic War Olga Wladimirovnu Wasilievoj» (The decree of Presidium AD
AES&E from 15 September 2004 yr.)

It is name, such
deciding
Valery
Alexandrovich wanted to
accept all seven years old
(beginning
with
18
December 1999 year) after
arranging
of
the
augmented Sitting OF
THE
CONFERENCE
of the scientist
of the advice of
Azov’s
Department of
Academy
ES&E,
of
Berdyansk’s
Pedagogical
Institute,
of
Mariupol’s
histories of region museum, of The institute of economical and socio-culture researches, of The
Donetsk’s University of artificial intelligence along with Ukrainian Cossacks and Volodarskoj
district Gov-administration arranged to 145-years heroic defense PriAzov’s Land under
leadership Atamans Troops Azov and dedicated to Memory The First Getman Ukrainian
Cossacks Vyacheslava Maximovicha Chernovola. About this conference was much written in
The bulletins of Azov’s Department of The Academy of economic sciences and business
activity (NN 3, 4, 5, 6), but practically was not mentioned about exclusively perspective
information which was told, name, on this forum. And appeared this information toing thank
Olga Wladimirovne and was needed more ten years old, in order her as to merit to appreciate
with accounting of that large creative the work of actor and art director Russian Theater
Nikolaya Nikolaevicha Arkasa in Khuste (till 1938 yr.). He transferred high- artistic dramatic
tradition put by father (creating distinguished opera «Kateryna» for Poem of T.G. Shevchenko,
1890yr.), from Cossack’s Kherson to Russians in Zakarpate Land. Under the impression of the
appearances of the artistic Ukrainian teams of Berdyansk’s Pedagogical Institute and Mariupol,
in which, as general, was disclosed all beauty of popular song, Olga Wladimirovna to our
general large fun recalled (18/12/1999yr.), what Evdokiya Timofeevna Uukhno
(Chernyavskaya) told that her frequently asked - «Dusia, and as at you so well is gained to drop
in losing consciousness? » - and she replied - «That is this no nothing peculiar. Simply I fold
knees». On our question :«And why to drop in losing consciousness?». Olga Wladimirovna
replied: «They playing of the Shows on the farm Catholic». You realize that in those years,
when there even as to census was all a few man, hosts of farm arranged formulation the shows
(!). It is evident, what all youth engaged in dramatic formulations. They all tried itself in Actor’s
skill. And as see, at many well was gained, audience remembered. It is real, was interesting life
in the depth of Ukrainian steppes on the Farm of nobleman Ataman Cossacks-Gothas of
Zaporozhsk-Zadunaj’s Sechi and its unequivocally created saturated and creative (!). But
because same shows and in village Zakharevka, and into all stances Troops’ Azov. Pastly almost
century and in 1997 yr., when Marina Gennadievna with husband were in Havana, its daughter
Olga, granddaughter Olga Wladimirovny, arranged with sister Natashej small dramatic
formulation. Olga was by the author of formulation and by art director, and played many of the
actor’s roles (of 80% all roles of narrative). AND Olga Wladimirovna after representation
21.06.1997 yr. told had returned from Cuba to parents which at granddaughters everything very
well was received. It is certain, exaggerated, cannot grandmother to granddaughters be
objective, but parents long preserved scenery of little show. What is this, if not genetics
memory? We then this line of activity Atamans of Zaporozhskoj Sechi called « constant by
acting faculty Ukrainian National University» comparing him with Karlov’s University in
Prague, where music was considered one of the principal sides of university background. And if
practically impossible was behave from Cosack’s-Gothas’ Lands in the Universities of SentPetersbourg and Moscow, then art managed to preserve and to move by Great steps forward
state of the art of the offsprings of the Great Nation of Europe.
Today fairly as to the ancestries of surnames to trace
of fate Zadunaisko-Zaporozsk’s Gothas-Cossacks, in order
else time be argue into outstanding offsprings ancient, of
proud and exclusively industrious self East Rytsarskij Orden
of Europe. It is by the way, about it else Skalkovskij wrote,
had saw Cossack-Gothas of Zadunaiskoj Sechi on highway in Odessa’s Departments going of ad
rem its settlement already in Russian Empire. Yes, this opening of artistical traditions great deal
will lend to us for understanding of the modern processes of the revival of culture and spiritual
on «very eternal own Lands» (from Universala of Bogdana Khmelnitski 1655 yr.) Kalmiusskoj

(Calmoucs) Palanki of Zaporozhskoj Sechi.
And what Olga Wladimirovne its cousin Alexander Kuzmich Chernyavskij signed papers
on the reception of the certificate of Participant Great Domestic War, as working during war on
Lands of Volodarsk (village Nikolskoj), indeed Symbols.
It is by the way, Olga Wladimirovna aimed to make far and away more, than was in its
forces and helped all, who loves and does not abandon Priazove. Characteristic case, when she
asked Alexandra Kuzmicha to help with privileges Elze Abramovne which did not want to ride
in Israel, though her actively called and her was come very heavy at the time in Mariupol.
Alexandr Kuzmich with humor replied : «Lelia, where you see in East Europe Hebrews have
worked in collective farms?». But nevertheless after a while Elze Abramovne helped to decide
all questions … Activity and position Olga Wladimirovny «have made its work» - to man
became easier to live in Ukraine. And not only that, for which asked Olga Wladimirovna, but
also its daughter …
Here is so and necessary about people to think …, rather than be screened by stereotypes
founded, on «savage adversarial installations» with reference to that or other ethnic.
7. «For MEMORY on many years about The honorary fellow of the scientist of the
advice of Academy ES&E in Ukraine, grand-grand-granddaughter Officer Azov’s Troops Descendant Ataman of Zaporozhskoi Sechi Moiseya Grigorevicha Catholic, Olga
Wladimirovne Wasilievoj studying for many years in Institute - TO APPROPRIATE its
name to Institute ESCR which with 26.07.2005 yr. will be nominated of «Institute of
economical and socio-cultural researches named Olga Wasilieva-Catholic» (The order of
director IESCR from 26.07.2005 yr.).
Recent years were connected with active teaching at Valery Alexandrovicha and he with
sad spoke: «Is carried out any general Simplification … and its does not manage to stop. We stop
to study children». It is real, may be something actively make, but do not see of payoff. If on
German language Olga Wladimirovna and in 70 years old with humor uttered a few of phrases
depending on the topic of conversation, because studied him in Technical Training
Establishment, those today students do not remember even school «Began», because estimate of
their knowledge as to tests at school so, what to comment no sense … We all that all, to deep
regret know and nothing change …
In all «be captivated» higher education in all countries of East Europe, as-that in practice
more are valued specialists with primarily good technical background, and then receiving that
university degree. Yes and heads from graduates Technical Training Establishment were more
trained to all complexities lives in capitals. They, by the way, and remembered its of the
student’s years far and away of better graduates of institutes. And valued student’s friendship.
Many times Olga Wladimirovna with your heart's content went on the meetings of graduates.
It is name, the graduate of her Technical Training Establishment helped to decide
practically «Unsolvable question» the commissionings of Valery Alexandrovichem candidate
minimum, when that began to sustain to teachers position which «Idea material and Lenin is
mistaken». And today 80% humanists in East Europe part this position Great Lider, what then to
speak of 70 years of XX st. And despite «such inadmissible think», Valery Alexandrovich
nevertheless received positive assessment, truth will it was necessary him «help» everything to
understanding heads. But because helped, because already knew far and away more simple and
constantly «greatly be insured» philosophers. And someone speaks that Donetsk’s basin at the
time lagged behind in intellectual plan and this backlog was retained. No respected, could not
such powerful industrial center of Europe and World lag behind from agricultural areas. This
even from methodological point of view absurd. In Donetsk’s basin, in particular in Mariupol,
even Technical Training Establishment gave such achievement level, what today give no many
Universities, and only work on visibility and «close eyes».
That is why Olga Wladimirovna sincerely maintained all our efforts as to social
attestation on the doctoral estates of Academy ES&E the Russia of Mariupol’s heads. But
especial, her liked Main scientist the secretary of Academy ES&E Russia Gennadii Mikhailovich
Denisov from Ural which recent years worked in Moscow. She about him spoke to sincere
arrangement, because made acquaintance with wife and was sorry for that due to next
«Hajmovich’s men» (I.V.ZH…; L.L.V… and others) he stopped to come in Pri-Azov’s Land.
And dissertation (thesis) at Gennadiya Mikhailovicha was interesting and seriously connected
with Innovations. Sorry, what so everything … was inhibited …
Correctly today it is said, what else unmuch and «We have to will bring high-skill
workers from Europe» (P.M.TALANCHUK, 2006). Maybe exist sense restored on modern level
prestige Technical Training Establishment having complemented their program by balanced
humanitarian bloc. Because not everything can «given volumes humanitarian acquaintances», as
this made independently and all life Olga Wladimirovna.
It is however, qualitative understanding post-war programs of technical instruction based
on text-books V.A.DOBROVOLSKOGO, E.O.PATONA and B.E.PATONA, let her always with
merit to speak that she is graduate of Mariupol’s (Zhdanovsk’s) of metallurgical Technical

Training Establishment of The ministry of Ship-building industry USSR.
It is as well, what fate lent Valery Alexandrovichu time (despite his sincere regret which
personal «Business trip certificate» did not was not over along with «Business trip» of wife) and
He had time not on to issue Order from 26.07.2005 yr., of but else one and a half year actively
have working in the Universities of Mariupol, of Odessa and Khusta (Zakarpatskij region).

This pupil prof., Dr nechn. scies. Viktora Afanasevicha Dobrovolskogo and prof., Dr
econ. scies Valery Ivanovicha Tereshchenko tried to do all possible, in order active knowing of
and deeply patriot «engineer the department of welding of Izhorsk’s Factory of Orden
Lenina» and one of the founders of Civil International Committee Intellectual and Spiritual
Unity (Spain, Canada, India, Serbia, Ukraine, Australia) recalled in her native Pri-Azov’s Land
and in its metallurgical Technical Training Establishment, because Institute ESCR (assignee
DESMC of The Academy of science of Ukraine) with 26.07.2005 yr. already named «Institute
economical and socio-cultural researches by named Olga Wasilievoj-Catholic» (http://iesсrсatholiс.uсoz.de/blog).
But all this possibly only quotient close, and if to see objectively and on the part of, then
level of our assessment too high? Theres seem that question has no unambiguous answer …
However, shall apply to well revised criteria which for everybody Christiana do not cause of
objections. It is name, to such «to accidental coincidence», as birth of the granddaughter of Olga
per day the birth Olga Wladimirovny (16 September 1986 yr.). And all following 18 years old
both Olga celebrated its Birthday together in one DAY (!). If to take into account capabilities
Olga Alexandrovny and all those hopes which validly connected with granddaughter Olga
Wladimirovna – that is gift - insisting GIFT of fate – evident (!). Larger for Insisting Man on
Earth to make impossible (ask any of Christian clergyman and he this will acknowledge). That is
why all our «earth’s» estimations absolutely not very high.
Instead concluding - «This was very proud flower …» (Antuan De Sent-Ekzupery, «Small
prince» - 31 July 1944 yr. his airplane did not return on basis which Devis Clayton searched all
life …)
It is certain, Ukrainian women carry in her genetics
memory about Great Nation which existed milleniums ago.
And we meanwhile only concerned topic about modern
Produced women who by its love and labor created and
preserve our Civilization.
Necessary and can be written else not one such
bulletin, but … That is why request you in these several lines
Antuana де Sent Ekziuperi to see all what we wanted, but else
did not write …«- All for nothing I of her listened, unsuspecting said to he to me once. - Never must listen that
it is said flowers. Must simply look at them and to breathe their by fragrance. My flower to
give to drink by nice odour all wash planet, and I did not was not able him gladding. These
conversations about clutches and tigers … They must me touch, and I exasperate …
And else it confessed:
-Nothing I then did not understand! Must was to judge not as to words, and as to matters. She to
presented me its fragrance, elucidate my life. I should not was to run. For these wretched tricks
and dodges I should be divined tenderness. Flowers are so inconsistent! But I was too Youth, I
else did not was not able to love.
As I understood, he decided to travel with flight birds. In last morning he better usual
removed its planet. He carefully blew through acting volcanoes. At Him was two acting of
volcanoes. On them very suitably as to by morning warming breakfast. It is besides, at He was
else one extinct volcano. But, said to he, little whether what can happen! That is why he blew
through and extinct volcano too. When volcanoes neatly cleaned, they burn evenly and quiet,
without all manner of eruptions. The eruption of volcano - this all the same what fire in Furnace
Pipe, when there is browned carbon black. It is certain, we, people on Earth, too small and
cannot blow through our volcanoes. That's why they carry to us of much nuisances.
Subsequently Small Prince not without sorrow have tired the last burgeons of baobabs. He

thought that never will return. But in that morning habitual work carried him uncommon your
heart's content. And when it in last time watered wonderful flower and collected to cover it by
cap, him even was wanted to cry.
-Excuse, - said to he.
Beauty did not reply.
-Excuse, - repeated Small Prince.
She coughed. But not from chill.
-I was foolish, - said to she final. - Excuse me. And try to be happy.
And neither the words of reproach. Small Prince was very astonished. He congealed,
embarrassed and confused, with glass cap in hands. From where is this tenderness?
-Yes, yes, I love you, - heard he - My wine which you of this did not know. Yes this is and not
important. But you was same foolish, just like I. Try to be happy … Leave cap it to me no longer
necessary.
-But wind …
-Not so really I chilled … Night coolness will go to me on usefulness. Because I - flower.
-But beasts, insects …
-Must I of endure two-three caterpillars, if want to make acquaintance with butterflies. They,
should be charming. And that who will become me to visit? You because will away off. And
larger beasts I do not fear. At my place too exist clutches.
And she in simplicity soil showed of its four calk. Subsequently said:
-Yes not haul, this intolerable! Decided to go away - so go out.
She did not want, in order Small Prince saw her crying. This was very proud flower ..»

«Маленький принц»

Не хотела Ольга Владимировна
уходить от нас в больнице и
настояла, чтобы её привезли
ДОМОЙ, и последние её мысли
и слова были о муже – «ПАПА меня ЛЮБИТ …»

